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I have a dream every night let me tell you about it
A secret between you and I cant keep anymore
Mediterranian way that his hand touching mine,
valentino
Impressions are the italian romance as he wispers to
me

Chorus
He says: sono qui (I am here) 
ama mi (I love you more than you know) my valentino,
io ti amo 
lo sai (Dont you know you are mine) tu sai mio
valentine, io ti amo
His words say that he loves me in so many ways
Sono qui, ama mi, valentine you are mine, I love you

we dance by the moonlight hes holding me tight, my
bambino
I dont wanna wake up an angel to me that can fly
I light up the night when my arms reunight, sei carino
I open my eyes to the tender goodbyes at the night

Chorus
Keep sayin it: sono qui (I am here) 
ama mi (I love you more than you know) my valentino,
io ti amo 
lo sai (Dont you know you are mine) tu sai mio
valentine, io ti amo
His words say that he loves me in so many ways
Sono qui, ama mi, valentine you are mine, I love you

His words say that he loves me in so many ways
sono qui, ama mi, valentine you are mine I love you

Chorus
Keep sayin it: sono qui (I am here) 
ama mi (I love you more than you know) my valentino,
io ti amo 
lo sai (Dont you know you are mine) tu sai mio
valentine, io ti amo

sono qui (I am here) 
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ama mi (I love you more than you know) my valentino,
io ti amo 
lo sai (Dont you know you are mine) tu sai mio
valentine, io ti amo
His words say that he loves me in so many ways
Sono qui, ama mi, valentine you are mine, I love you
I am here, ama mi, valentine, io ti amo, io ti amo, io ti
amo!
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